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Point of Sale: What is it and why should I care?
In the winter of 2017-18, Central Vermont New Directions Coalition along with the Barre District
Office of Local Health and Spaulding High School students conducted store audits of every store in
Washington County that sells tobacco and alcohol. We were checking for conditions that make
tobacco and alcohol more appealing to children who come into the store.
Most of the stores that sell alcohol and tobacco also sell other things. Convenience stores,
pharmacies, gas stations, general stores, grocery stores, chain stores, co-ops, and mass
merchandisers all may sell tobacco and/or alcohol. Why are we concerned?
Research shows that the marketing, placement, flavoring, and promotion of alcohol and tobacco
products influence youth use. The more youth see advertisements and products, the more likely
they are to try them. On an audit, we look to see what is available in that store; we check if
products are at kid-level or near kid-friendly things like candy or toys; we look for price
promotions; and we check for fancy flavors that only a kid could love, like bubble gum or
doughnut.
Fun fact: there are as many as
15,000 flavors in tobacco products.

With alcohol, we look for advertising,
pricing, placement, alcopops and
supersized beers.
Our audit: Washington County had 89
stores that sold tobacco and/or alcohol.
12% of them had a pharmacy counter.
16% were within 1000 feet of a school. 25%
Ads for vaping devices and beer are prominently
of schools in Washington County are near a
displayed in a local convenience store.
retailer (within 100 feet) that sells tobacco
and/or alcohol. 72% of retailers were within 500 feet of another retailer, which is one definition of
“density.” Another way to look at density: Washington County has 1.5 retailers per 1000 people,
which is high.
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Why do we care?
Because some things stores do can be harmful to youth.
Youth Use vs. Retail Characteristics
•

30-day alcohol use was higher if:
– There were outside ads for alcohol (48% vs. 36%)
– There were illuminated ads (42% vs. 36%)

•

Binge alcohol use was higher if:
– There were ANY inside ads (21% vs. 15%)
– There were ads within 3’ of floor (21% vs. 15%)
– There were ads near checkout area (21% vs. 15%)
– There were floor displays (21% vs. 15%)

•

30-day ANY Tobacco Use was higher if…
– Tobacco products were within 12” of youth products (26% vs. 20%)
– Ads for flavored tobacco products were within 12” of youth products (32%
vs. 20%)

Here are some retail risk factors we uncovered:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Proximity to Schools: Schools with higher number of tobacco retailers within walking
distance have higher rates of youth smokers. Stores near schools increase youth access to
tobacco products and youth experimentation with tobacco use.
Product placement: Exposure to in-store marketing is linked to tobacco use initiation,
increasing the odds of someone ever smoking. These include products near candy, within 3
feet of the floor, ads near the floor, self-service displays, and outdoor ads.
Price sensitivity: cheaper prices, discounts, coupons, and single-serve options (e.g. buying
one cigarillo instead of a pack of cigarettes) appeal to youth.
Flavors: Flavored products appeal to youth. The only flavor legally allowed in cigarettes is
menthol, but a rainbow of flavors is available in cigars, cigarillos, chew, and especially in
Juuls, vapes or e-cigarettes.
Advertising: Advertising on store windows, shelves, coolers, banners, or signs in parking
lots or on sidewalks call attention to the products. Advertising often increases nearer to
schools.
Outlet Density: Many small towns have just one store that sells alcohol and tobacco. But in
other places, there may be several outlets on each block. Density increases exposure to
alcohol and tobacco and normalizes their presence.
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Why are we concerned in Washington County?
Because our data shows that we have some problems with youth substance use.
The Youth Risk Behavior Survey has been administered to all middle and high schools in Vermont every
two years since 1993. This allows us to look at trends, spot new behaviors, and see the impact of interventions. These charts show the Washington County 2015 and 2017 results for point-of-sale products (alcohol
and tobacco) as well as marijuana – because if marijuana is legalized as a retail product the same concerns
would apply. The essence of prevention is to try to get ahead of harmful trends!

Youth Risk Behavior Survey

30 day alcohol use

30 day alcohol binge

30 day cigarette use

30 day smokeless use

30 day e-cig use

30 day any tobacco use

ever tried flavored tobacco

ever used marijuana

Washington County YRBS High School Data, 2017 compared to 2015

What can we do to change this landscape and protect our youth?
Protecting Youth Could Include zoning or ordinances to create:
◆◆ Retailer Density Changes - either based on population or per geographic unit
◆◆ Buffer Zones – around schools, daycares, and/or parks
◆◆ Content Neutral Sign Restrictions – restricting space allocated to signage, without restricting
the content of the language (1st amendment)
◆◆ Point of Sale Advertising and Product Placement Reduction
◆◆ Responsible Retailer Policies & Enforcement (evidence-supported)
◆◆ Limit hours of operation
◆◆ Flavor Bans – Statewide policy
◆◆ Tobacco 21 – Statewide policy
◆◆ Strong local leadership

Sources: Countertools Audits 2018, Vermont Department of Health; Youth Risk Behavior survey 2017, Vermont Department
of Health; Franklin Grand Isle Store Assessment Data Highlights – Crystal Lampman, Beth Crane & Amy Brewer- Franklin
County Caring Communities and FGI Tobacco Prevention Coalition.
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